- THE 375 NOMAD SE -

LENGTH: 37' 6" / BEAM: 10' 6" / FUEL CAPACITY: 406 GALLONS / WATER: 30 GALLONS

- THE 375 NOMAD FE -
The 375 Nomad SE (Side Entry)

The 375 Nomad features two console options to choose from. The SE (Side Entry) features a new, large console, a full-height glass windshield with wiper for protection from the elements and a head designed with a comfortable side entry. It also features a helm seat station to customize any way you wish with your choice of refrigerators, drawers, an ice maker and a tackle station.

OUR BEST THINKING GOES INTO EVERY BOAT WE BUILD.
THIS ONE COMBINES THEM ALL.
The 375 Nomad FE (Front Entry)

The 375 Nomad FE (Front Entry) is nicely equipped with many of the same impressive features as the SE but features a front entry into the head instead and includes the more traditional, fiberglass hardtop with aluminum t-top.

- A hi/lo actuating table can sit flush with the cockpit sole, become a filler for the forward seating and raise to table height.
- Both models also feature an optional integrated folding rear seat. It’s comfortable, convenient and easily folds away and disappears.
- The 375 Nomad FE features an innovative front entry into the head.
### STANDARD FEATURES

**Construction**
- Intrepid Hi-Flex White/White Gel Coat
- FRP Infused Hull, Liner, and Deck
- PVC Foam Core Construction (wood free)
- Non-Woven Quad and Unidirectional Fibers Both Infused and Hand Laid
- Non-Skid Deck and Gunwales
- Integrated Motor Bracket for Twin or Triple Engine Configurations
- Guttered Cockpit Hatches with Self Bailing Cockpit

**Comfort**
- Custom Seating Forward with Storage
- Swing in Dive Door with Fold Out Ladder
- Fold Under Swim Ladder
- Spacious Console with Head Below
- Forward Port and Starboard Rod Locker Storage
- Port and Starboard Fender Storage
- Port and Starboard Transom Storage Wells
- Insulated Fishbox with Thru Transom Ball Valve & Macerator
- Helm Seat

- Solid Surface Counter Top
- LED Lights
- EPIRB
- Large Forward Bow Storage Area
- Hi/Lo actuated table/filler for forward seating
- Forward seating with integrated cooler/baitwells and actuating backrests with storage

**Mechanical**
- Solid Stainless-Steel Hardware
- Bow Eye
- Aluminum Fuel Tank
- Anchor Roller Thru Bow
- Heavy Duty Vinyl Rub Rail
- Tinned Wiring
- LED Navigation Lights
- LED Cockpit Lights
- Breaker Panel and Switches
- Auto Bilge Pumps (3)
- Trim Tabs with Digital Indicators & Auto Retract
- Gem Steering Wheel with Power Knob
- Compass
- Pull Up Cleats (6)
- 12-Volt USB Plug
- Actuated helm sole platform 4" high

**Paint**
- Hull side
- Boot Stripe
- Sheer Stripe
- Accent Stripe
- Custom Color Underside of FRP Top
- Hardtop Accent Stripe
- Custom Color Engines
- Powder Coat Aluminum
- Custom Color Gel Coat

**Tops**
- Aluminum T-top for Front Entry Console with Head
- Aluminum Arch for Front Entry Console with Head
- Premium Composite T-Top for Side-Entry Console with:
  - Full-height Glass Windshield with Head Compartment Below
  - Windshield Wiper
  - Helm Seat Cabinet with Solid Surface Counter and Sink *Options for Helm Seat Cabinet are:
    - Refrigerator
    - Pull Out Cooler
    - Ice Maker
    - Trash Bin
    - Tackle Center
    - Grill
    - Cutting Board
    - Drawers

### OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

**Comfort**
- LED Multi Color Spreader Lights
- Electric Sunshade for Aft Cockpit
- Cockpit Coaming Bolsters
- Premium Upholstery Packages Available
- Integrated Folding Rear Bench Seat
- Ski Tow Bar
- Removable Rear Bench Seat
- Removable FRP Table
- Helm Seat Station Fully Customizable for Fishing or Entertaining
- Transom Shower
- Stainless Fender Clips
- Fold Out Gunwale Step for Easy Access

**Fishing**
- Outriggers/Poles
- Rod Rack on Aft of Top (no sunshade)
- Recirculating Baitwell in Transom Starboard Deck with Window and Light
- Recirculating Baitwell in Transom Port Deck with Window and Light
- Baitwell in Cockpit Sole with Light
- Double Pump Baitwell System
- Sea Chest Pressurized Baitwell System
- Center Transom Baitwell (no rear seat)
- Electric Ball Valves for Fish Box Drains
- Rod Holders in Gunwales
- Rod Racks Under Gunwales & in Forward P&S Gunwale Storage
- Dive Tank Racks

**Mechanical**
- Towing Package Includes Double Tow Eye, High Water Warning Light and Engine Covers
- Stainless Steel Insert for Rub Rail
- Bow Thruster
- Underwater Hull Lighting
- Windlass with 200' of Rope/15' Chain
- SS Polished Anchor
- Fresh Water Washdown for Windlass
- Generator (Diesel) with Sound Shield
- Built-in Battery Charger
- Additional Batteries
- Freshwater Engine Flush System
- Dockside Freshwater Inlet
- Switchable Fresh/Raw Water Inlet for Head
- Auxiliary Fuel (75 gallons)
- Pressurized Fresh Water System
- Electric Head with Holding Tank and Macerator
- Raw Water Washdown
- Docking Lights
- High Water Alarm
- Gyro Stabilizer (DC)
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